At 0001 Friday, April 1, 2016, please target an export rate of 1000 cfs. This will result in a 1 unit operation.

Issued by: Peggy Manza
Note: Minimum export rates of 1500 cfs combined for April.
We will go with units 3 and 6. I am going to request we make the change at 0700, but I doubt they will change.

Begging at 0001 hrs on 3/29/2016, Please modify export to a 2-unit operation with an export target of 2000 cfs.

Ordered by: J. Sandberg

Note: Coordinating export operations to recent FWS Delta smelt determination.
Beginning at 0700 hrs on 3/23/2016 Please drop a large pump unit of export. This will result in a target rate of 2400 cfs.

Ordered by: J. Sandberg

Note: Reducing OMR target rate to -3500 cfs due to larval delta smelt entrainment risk.
From: Kiteck, Elizabeth [ekiteck@usbr.gov]
Thursday, February 11, 2016 9:38 AM
Peggy; to: Anderson, Craig; Anderson, Larry D; Arroyave, Pablo R; Bartoo, Aondrea; Boardman, Tom; BOR CVO-400 EMPLOYEES; BOR CVO-650 EMPLOYEES; BOR MPR All Public Affairs Employees MP-140; Bridges, Brent; Buelna, Kiti; Chu, Andy; Giorgi, Bryant; Godina, Armando J; Greene, Sheila; Gutierrez, Jose; Herrick, John; Hiits, Derek; Holman, Gayle; Hunt, Shane D; Imai, Joel A; Jeffrey Rieker; Johnson, Paul L; Kabat, Tom; Kiteck, Elizabeth G; Leahigh, John; LeBlanc, David E; Chauncey Lee; Merriweather, Audrey; MICHAEL JACKSON; Miller, Aaron; Milligan, Ronald E; Frances Mizuno; Murillo, David; Murillo, Richard (Rich); Nash, M L (ML); Ngo, Vinh H; OCO Export Management Group-DWR; Pettit, Tracy; Reyes, Rene; Rhodes, Mark; Ridenour, Diana G; Sandhu, Amerit; Schultz, Andrew A; Shahcheraghi, Reza; Singh, Amardeep; Smith, Stacey M; Smith, William D (Bill); SNR Group; Somera, Edward; Paul Stearns; Control; Tran, Loi; Turner, Kim; Van Nieuwenhuyse, Erwin E; WAPA-Group; White, Molly; Wilbur, Ryan; Woolf, Sarah; Wu, Brandon; Yamanaka, Dan; Yin, Wenli; Yip, Garwin; Larry Rabin; Jeffery Sandberg; Jason Peltier; Yow-min Tsao; Allen Lindauer; WILLIAM DUTTON; Edward Salazar; Ara Azhderian
Change Order - Jones Pumping Plant

Subject:

At 0700 Friday, Feb.12, 2016, please target an export rate of 3400 cfs. This will result in a 4 unit operation.

Issued by: Liz Kiteck
Note: Operating to OMR -5000
At 1200 Thursday, February 11, 2016, please begin targeting an export rate of 2950 cfs. This will result in a three unit operation.

Ordered by: Liz Kiteck
Note: Working towards OMR of -5000.
From: Manza, Peggy [pmanza@usbr.gov]
Monday, February 08, 2016 10:08 AM

To: Anderson, Craig; Anderson, Larry D; Arroyave, Pablo R; Bartoo, Aondrea; Boardman, Tom; BOR CVO-400 EMPLOYEES; BOR CVO-650 EMPLOYEES; BOR MPR All Public Affairs Employees MP-140; Bridges, Brent; Buelna, Kiti; Chu, Andy; Giorgi, Bryant; Godina, Armando J; Greene, Sheila; Gutierrez, Jose; Herrick, John; Hlits, Derek; Holman, Gayle; Hunt, Shane D; Imai, Joel A; Jeffrey Rieker; Johnson, Paul L; Kabat, Tom; Kiteck, Elizabeth G; Leahigh, John; LeBlanc, David E; Lawrence, Lee; Merrweather, Audrey; Michael Jackson; Miller, Aaron; Milligan, Ronald E; Frances Mizuno; Murillo, David; Murillo, Richard (Rich); Nash, M L (ML); Ngo, Vinh H; OCO Export Management Group-DWR; Pettit, Tracy; Reyes, Rene; Rhodes, Mark; Ridenour, Diana G; Sandhu, Amrit; Schultz, Andrew A; Shahcheraghi, Reza; Singh, Amardeep; Smith, Stacey M; Smith, William D (Bill); SNR Group; Somera, Edward; Paul Stearns; Control, Tran, Loi; Turner, Kim; Van Nieuwenhuyse, Erwin E; WAPA-Group; White, Molly; Wilbur, Ryan; Woolf, Sarah; Wu, Brandon; Yamanaka, Dan; Yin, Wenli; Yip, Garwin; Larry Rabin; Peggy Manza; Jeffery Sandberg; Jason Peltier; Yow-min Tsao; Allen Lindauer; WILLIAM DUTTON; Edward Salazar; Ara Azhderian

Subject: Change Order - Jones Pumping Plant

At 1200 Monday February 8, 2016, please begin targeting an export rate of 2450 cfs. This will result in a three unit operation.

Ordered by: Peggy Manza

Note: Working towards OMR of -4000.
Nicho Ontiveros

From: Elizabeth Kiteck [ekiteck@usbr.gov]
Sunday, February 07, 2016 11:10 AM
Anderson, Craig; Anderson, Larry D; Arroyave, Pablo R; Bartoo, Aonderea; Boardman, Tom; BOR CVO-400 EMPLOYEES; BOR CVO-650 EMPLOYEES; BOR MPR All Public Affairs Employees MP-140; Bridges, Brent; Buelna, Kiti; Chu, Andy; Giorgi, Bryant; Godina, Armando J; Greene, Sheila; Gutierrez, Jose; Herrick, John; Hilts, Derek; Holman, Gayle; Hunt, Shane D; Imai, Joel A; Jeffrey Rieker; Johnson, Paul L; Kabat, Tom; Leahigh, John; LeBlanc, David E; Chauncey Lee; Merriweather, Audrey; MICHAEL JACKSON; Miller, Aaron; Milligan, Ronald E; Frances Mizuno; Murillo, David; Murillo, Richard (Rich); Nash, M L (ML); Ngo, Vinh H; OCO Export Management Group-DWR; Pettit, Tracy; Reyes, Rene; Rhodes, Mark; Ridenour, Diana G; Sandhu, Amerit; Schultz, Andrew A; Shahcheraghhi, Reza; Singh, Amardeep; Smith, Stacey M; Smith, William D (Bill); SNR Group; Somera, Edward; Paul Stearns; Control; Tran, Loi; Turner, Kim; Van Nieuwenuyse, Erwin E; WAPA-Group; White, Molly; Wilbur, Ryan; Woolf, Sarah; Wu, Brandon; Yamanaka, Dan; Yin, Wenli; Yip, Garwin; Larry Rabin; Jeffery Sandberg; Jason Peltier; Yow-min Tsao; Allen Lindauer; WILLIAM DUTTON; Edward Salazar; Ara Azhderian; PManza@usbr.gov

Subject: Tracy Change Order Revision

Please cancel the Tracy pumping increase scheduled for Monday morning 2/8/16, and continue to operate 2 units targeting 2000 cfs.

Ordered by: Liz Kiteck

Comment: Turbidity management

Sent from my iPad
Brad/John,

Please have the pumping schedule reflect Units 3 and 6 on Saturday and Units 3, 4 and 6 on Monday.

Thanks

At 0700 Saturday February 6, 2016, please begin targeting an export rate of 2000 cfs. This will result in a two unit operation.

At 0700 Monday February 8, 2016, please begin targeting an export rate of 2500 cfs. This will result in a three unit operation.

Ordered by: Peggy Manza

Note: Operating to -3000 OMR on Saturday and -4000 OMR on Monday.
At 0700 Saturday February 6, 2016, please begin targeting an export rate of 2000 cfs. This will result in a two unit operation.

At 0700 Monday February 8, 2016, please begin targeting an export rate of 2500 cfs. This will result in a three unit operation.

Ordered by: Peggy Manza

Note: Operating to -3000 OMR on Saturday and -4000 OMR on Monday.
At 0700 Tuesday February 2, 2016, Please begin targeting an export rate of 1600 cfs. This will result in a two unit operation.

Ordered by: J. Sandberg

Note: Managing for wind driven turbidity event.
From: Sandberg, Jeffery [jsandberg@usbr.gov]
Monday, February 01, 2016 2:37 PM
To: Anderson, Craig; Anderson, Larry D; Arroyave, Pablo R; Bartoo, Aondrea; Boardman, Tom; BOR CVO-400 EMPLOYEES; BOR CVO-650 EMPLOYEES; BOR MPR All Public Affairs Employees MP-140; Bridges, Brent; Buelna, Kiti; Chu, Andy; Giorgi, Bryant; Godina, Armando J; Greene, Sheila; Gutierrez, Jose; Herrick, John; Hilts, Derek; Holman, Gayle; Hunt, Shane D; Imai, Joel A; Jeffrey Rieker; Johnson, Paul L; Kabat, Tom; Kiteck, Elizabeth G; Leahigh, John; LeDlanc, David E; Chauncey Lee; Merriweather, Audrey; MICHAEL JACKSON, Miller, Aaron; Milligan, Ronald E; Frances Mizuno; Murillo, David; Murillo, Richard (Rich); Nash, M L (ML); Ngo, Vinh H; OCO Export Management Group-DWR; Pettit, Tracy; Reyes, Rene; Rhodes, Mark; Ridenour, Diana G; Sandhu, Amerit; Schultz, Andrew A; Shahcheragh, Reza; Singh, Amardeep; Smith, Stacey M; Smith, William D (Bill); SNR Group; Somera, Edward; Paul Stearns, Control, Tran, Lui, Turner, Kim; Van Nieuwenhuyse, Erwin E; WAPA-Group; White, Molly; Wilbur, Ryan; Woolf, Sarah; Wu, Brandon; Yamanaka, Dan; Yin, Wenli; Yip, Garwin; Larry Rabin; Peggy Manza; Jeffery Sandberg; Jason Peltier; Yow-min Tsao; Allen Lindauer; WILLIAM DUTTON

Subject: Change Order - Jones Pumping Plant

At 0700 Tuesday February 2, 2016. Please begin targeting an export rate of 2000 cfs. This will result in two unit operation.

Ordered by: J. Sandberg

Note: Targeting OMR of -3500 cfs.
At 1300 Wednesday January 27, 2016, Please begin targeting an export rate of 2450 cfs. This will result in a three unit operation.

Ordered by: J. Sandberg

Note: Adjustment of OMR restriction towards -3500 cfs
At 0700 Tuesday January 26, 2016, please begin targeting an export rate of 2000 cfs. This will result in a two unit operation.

Ordered by: Peggy Manza

Note: -2500 OMR restriction, Action 2
At 0700 Wednesday January 20, 2016, please begin targeting an export rate of 2500 cfs. This will result in a three unit operation.

Ordered by: Peggy Manza

Note: additional water available under the -3500 OMR restriction
From: Manza, Peggy [pmanza@usbr.gov]
Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:23 AM
To: Anderson, Craig; Anderson, Larry D; Arroyave, Pablo R; Bartoo, Aondrea; Boardman, Tom; BOR CVO-400 EMPLOYEES; BOR CVO-650 EMPLOYEES; BOR MPR All Public Affairs Employees MP-140; Bridges, Brent; Buelna, Kiti; Chu, Andy; Giorgi, Bryant; Godina, Armando J; Greene, Sheila; Gutierrez, Jose; Herrick, John; Hilton, Derek; Holman, Gayle; Hunt, Shane D; Imai, Joel A; Jeffrey Rieker; Johnson, Paul L; Kabat, Tom; Kiteck, Elizabeth G; Leahigh, John; LeBlanc, David E; Chauncey Lee, Merriweather, Audrey; MICHAEL JACKSON; Miller, Aaron; Milligan, Ronald E; Frances Mizuno; Murillo, David; Murillo, Richard (Rich); Nash, M L (ML); Ngo, Vinh H; OCO Export Management Group-DWR; Pettit, Tracy; Reyes, Rene; Rhodes, Mark; Ridenour, Diana G; Sandhu, Amerit; Schultz, Andrew A; Shahcheragh, Reza; Singh, Amardeep; Smith, Stacey M; Smith, William D (Bill); SNR Group; Somer, Edward; Paul Stearns; Control; Tran, Loi; Turner, Kim; Van Nieuwenhuyse, Erwin E; WAPA-Group; White, Molly; Wilbur, Ryan; Woolf, Sarah; Wu, Brandon; Yamanaka, Dan; Yin, Wenli; Yip, Garvin; Larry Rabin; Peggy Manza; Jeffery Sandberg; Jason Peltier; Yow-min Tsao; Allen Lindauer; WILLIAM DUTTON

Subject: Change Order - Jones Pumping Plant

At 0700 Friday January 15, 2016, please go to 2 large units and target an export rate of 2000 cfs. This will result in a two unit operation.

Ordered by: Peggy Manza

Note: OMR of -3500 over the weekend for fish protection.
At 0700 Wednesday January 13, 2016, please target an export rate of 3600 cfs. This will remain at a four unit operation.

Please continue to schedule an approximate rate of 450 cfs at the DCI.

Ordered by: J. Sandberg

Note: -5000 cfs OMR management.
At 0700 Wednesday January 13, 2016, please target an export rate of 3600 cfs. This will remain at a four unit operation.

Please continue to schedule an approximate rate of 450 cfs at the DCI.

Ordered by: J. Sandberg

Note: -5000 cfs OMR management.